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At 6ixwebsoft Technology, we provide affordable SEO packages IndiaAt 6ixwebsoft Technology, we provide affordable SEO packages India
to make your website top of the search engines. Our SEO packagesto make your website top of the search engines. Our SEO packages
include keyword analytics, on-page, off-page optimization to marketinclude keyword analytics, on-page, off-page optimization to market
your business up to maximum online targeted audiences. Optimize andyour business up to maximum online targeted audiences. Optimize and
promote your website with our promote your website with our SEO packages IndiaSEO packages India. Contact Now!. Contact Now!
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AddressAddress 29111 west patel nagar29111 west patel nagar
North West Delhi 110008North West Delhi 110008
Delhi, IndiaDelhi, India

Contact PersonContact Person Anuja KathpaliaAnuja Kathpalia
Mobile NumberMobile Number 99534386889953438688
EmailEmail udit.kath@gmail.comudit.kath@gmail.com

Anuja Coaching centre is running since 10 years. We believe in conceptAnuja Coaching centre is running since 10 years. We believe in concept
based learning with a word to word explanation to enhance thebased learning with a word to word explanation to enhance the
conceptual knowledge and learning of the child. Following are theconceptual knowledge and learning of the child. Following are the
salient features of our institute # Regular home assignments of thesalient features of our institute # Regular home assignments of the
topics covered in a day # Weekly tests # Regular interaction sessiontopics covered in a day # Weekly tests # Regular interaction session
with parents # Doubt sessions'with parents # Doubt sessions'

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/anuja-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/anuja-
coaching-centre-best-coaching-institute-in-patel-nagar-8382coaching-centre-best-coaching-institute-in-patel-nagar-8382
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